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Late in 1979, I first mentioned Tylenol (acetaminophen) in my syn
dicated medical co lumn. I pointed out the drug 's dangers, as I 
have done with many other drugs. That column pre-dated the Chicago 
Tylenol poisonings by almost three years, but even then, criticism 
of Tylenol was not taken lightly by its manufa c turer, Mc Neil Labora
t or i es, a division of Johnson & Johnson. A letter was fired off to 
me by the company ' s public relations person, and that letter leads 
off this Newslett er . 

But, as you know , that certainly wasn't the end of ei ther me 
or Tylenol . In 1982, I aga in wrote about that drug , this time both 
in my column and my Newsletter. I mentioned that the manufacturing 
process itself might be responsible for the cyanide which had con
taminated some Tylenol capsules and which had caused the death of 

seven people in the Chicago area. (That material appears aga in on page 3 of this 
Newsletter.) My 1982 statements r aised the ire of Johnson & Johnson' s General 
Counsel , Roger Fine . A copy of his l e tter a nd the response from Joseph Boychuk, 
pres ident of Columbia Features , the newspaper syndicate which runs my column, 
appears on page 4 . 

Tha t brings me right up t o the present--another cyanide- laced Tylenol death , 
this time in New York. Read on and see >vhat I have to say abou t that. 

I would like to call your attention to your "Update on Ace t aminophen ." 
As this country's major manufacturer of acetaminophen-containing 

products, we are disturbed by the contents of your ar ticle which chal
lenges the safety profile of ace taminophen. We are convinced this 
article can cause a great deal of consumer confusion and significant 
harm if a n y of your readers are frighten ed into switching from the 
acetaminophen their doctors recommended for them, to aspirin . 

Acetaminophen provides effec tive a nd safe pain relief. Serious 
toxic ity wjth acetaminophen when the drug is administered at recommended 
therapeutic doses is almos t unheard of , and even mild adverse reactions 
are remarkably rare. The tox i c potential of acetaminophen is exclusively 
confined to cases of massive overdose. These overdoses are virtually 
always intentional self- poisoning with suicidal i ntent or pretense . 
Since all drugs are dangerous in massive overdoses, i t is extremely 
damaging a nd unfair t o single out one drug or brand for nega tive treatment. 

The availability of a drug is a major factor in determining what 
agent or agents are used by victims of self-poisonings . This is exempli
fied by acetaminophen whose availabil ity has increased so strikingly due 
to its remarkable safety profile at recommended doses tha t it is now more 
widely used than asp irin in Great Britain and has experien ced a tremendous 
rise in popularity in this country with physicians and consumers alike . 
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I am sure we share a mutual interest in providing a ccurate informa
tion a bout the safe and effec tive use of drugs. We believe, therefore, 
tha t it is unfair to your readers and to us to make statements that are 
misleading . If you plan to write oc this subject in the f uture, we would 
be pleased to provide you with fur ther information on this subject .-
Harriet S. Fr ieze , Direc t or, Professional Rela tions, McNeil Consumer 
Products Co., Fort Washington, Pa. 

If you had access to scientific publications, a s M.D.'s do, you mi ght 
have though t twice before making such sweeping clai~s for ace t &minophen 
whi ch your company markets under the brandname Tylenol. Your company 
also combines this product with an antihistamine and a decongestant 
(Co-Tylenol), and in its liquid form, with seven percent alcohol. You 
also market Extra Strength Tylenol capsules and tablets and Tylenol with 
Cod e ine. Obviously, any such combination increases the risks. 

But Tylenol by itself has plenty of disadvantages. In contrast to 
aspirin, Tylenol ha s little anti-inflamma t or y ef fe c t (Pedia trics, 1978). 
Furthermore, your letter fails to mention tha t in the case of overdose, 
it may be more letha l than aspirin and consid erably more difficult to 
treat. The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that "Parents 
should be educa t ed to respect this drug as a potential poison just as 
they do aspirin." And, regarding your claim that Tylenol is safer than 
aspirin, Harvard Medical School's Dr. Frederick H. Lovejoy, Jr ., has 
s a id it very well: "Because of the relatively short duration of c linica l 
experience wi th ace taminophen, the number of documented adverse effec t s 
associa t ed \vith its use is less." 

Thus, your company needs no advice from me in its vigorous effort 
to promot e and market Tylenol as quickly as it can, before any additiona l 
side effects become known. Therefore, I predict that before too many 
years pass, it will simply be a case of Tweedledee vs . Tweedledum. Or i f 
you don't mind my mixing metaphors, when it comes to aspirin and acetamin
ophen, my general response is, "A pox on both your pharmaceutical houses." 

As I write this, seven people in the Chicago a rea are known to have 
died from cyanide which was found in Extra-Strength Tylenol (acetaminophen). 
Officials a t all governemntal levels a re trying to find ways to prevent 
this kind of tragedy from ever happening again, the current favori t e solu
tion being manda t ory seals on all over-the-counter drugs . Thousands of 
investiga tors are working a round the c lock t o discover how the cyanide 
go t into the capsules . Perhaps "the kook" theory will turn out to be 
corr ec t, or perhaps industrial contamina tion will be uncovered. Bu t even 
if al l those mysteries a re never solved, there are some definite l essons 
in this for you and for me . 

There is an obvious point in the distribution of Tylenol where the 
deadly link can be broken. People simp ly can e lec t not to t ake it. But 
why wo uld anyone r ejec t this wonder drug which gua r antees relief of minor 
aches , pains, headaches, and fever and wh i ch contains no asp irin (espec
ially when, as in my case , free samples are sent to the home)? Af t er all, 
now that people have been f inding out the dangers of gas troint es tinal 
hemorrhage , ringing in the ear s, e t c . from aspirin, haven't they heard 
their doctors advise them to t a ke Tylenol ins t ead? 

In 1979 , the Universi ty of Colorado School of Med i c ine had recorded 
more than 2 ,500 overdoses f rom ace t aminophen during the thr ee preceding 
years . Fourteen percen t of these patients had developed blood levels of 
the drug which were high enough to cause liver damage , and thr ee of t hese 
patients had died. Acetaminophen overdose can cause jaundice, bleeding , 
and fa t al l iver failure . Obviously, a dose which can be normal fo r the 
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majority of users may constitute an overdose in a minority of users. 
Furthermore, in case of overdose, acetaminophen (Tylenol included) may be 
more lethal than aspirin and considerably more difficult to treat. In 
addition, Tylenol, like many other drugs, can interact adversely with 
other medications. For example, acetaminophen strenghtens the action of 
some anti-hypertensive drugs. Therefore, whether poisoned with cyanide 
or not, Tylenol is a drug to be wary of. 

The Tylenol tragedy seems to have been limited to seven victims 
because of some lucky coincidences and some highly astute observations 
by some policemen and firemen. But how many similar cases throughout 
the country have gone totally undetected? Since no-one knows the extent 
to which Tylenol or other over-the-counter drugs might be laced with 
cyanide, I recommend that a national registry be set up to collect re
ports of every death in this country that has not been satisfactorily 
explained and to investigate the possibility of medication poisoning. 

What will doctors, now bereft of both aspirin and Tylenol, turn to? 
Is it possible that they may give up their believe in "be tter living 
through chemistry" and recommend that people with headaches try cold 
compresses, rest, and maybe a cup of tea? I sincerely hope so, especially 
when doctors counsel women. In keeping with my belief that women are the 
chief victims of modern medicine, did you notice that five out of the seven 
Tylenol fatalities were women? But perhaps the people themselves have 
already given up their belief in magic capsules. The last I heard, sales 
of over-the-counter drugs in the Chicago area had dropped by 40 percent. 

(From Newsweek, October 11, 1982) 
Officials at McNeil Consumer Products Co. conceded that they routinely 

use cyanide at Tylenol manufacturing plants ... It is used in chemical tests 
that ensure the absence of lead in the ingredient povidone, a common pharma
ceutical binding agent. McNeil says it keeps the cyanide in small amounts 
in a laboratory separated from the manufacturing process. Access, the 
company says, is strictly limited to employees. 

A letter dated October 22, 1982, from Johnson & Johnson to Mr. Joseph 
Boychuk, president of Columbia Features Syndicate: 

Dear Mr. Boychuk: 

We are informed that Dr. Robert Mendelsohn wri tes a newspaper column 
which you syndicate in newspapers throughout the country and intends to 
publish a column on internal analgesic drugs. 

Dr. Mendelsohn appeared on a radio talk show in New York City (the 
Ross & Wilson Show on WABC) on October 18, 1982 and he made the following 
statements, among others: 

"And now, in Chicago, my hometown, comes Tylenol, and I have to tell 
you, if you remember what happened on the first day the company denies 
cyanide was used in the manufacturing process, but by the third day they 
reversed themselves and it's now been reported in Newsweek magazine and a 
number of other places that cyanide is indeed used in the manufacturing 
process, not of the Tylenol itself, but of the capsules because cyanide 
is used for all the capsules in this country in order to leach them of 
lead. And you see, my scenario is this: There is no kook. The idea of 
a kook theory is something that is self-serving for the company. " 

Cyanide is not used in the Tylenol manufacturing process. Neither 
Newsweek nor any other publication has so reported. Dr. Mendelsohn's 
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irresponsible sta t ement s to the contra ry are false and libelous. They 
not only l ibel Johnson & Johnson and our subsidiary, McNeil Consumer 
Products Company, but they a re a lso a disservice to the public. Dr. Mend
elsohn has advised us tha t he intends to continue making such sta tements. 

The Federal Food and Drug Administra tion and the chief toxicolo gist 
of the State of Illinois have inspect ed our plants and its manufacturing 
processes . They have stated pub lic l y tha t the contamination did not occur 
during the manufac turing and that the contamination resulted from delib
erate t amper ing with the produc t af t er they were packaged. 

One of the FDA ' s public s t a tement s on this point is contained in the 
a ttached excer p t from the t est imony of FDA Commissioner, Arthur H. Hayes, 
Jr ., before the Subcommittee on Hea lth and the Environment of the House 
of Representatives on Oc t ober 15, 1982. As you can see, the evidence 
overwhelmi ng l y demonstra t es that the manufacturing process is not in suspect. 

In the event tha t Dr. Mend e lsohn repeats this libel through his column 
or otherwise , we will hold him and those who facilitate him in publishing 
and dissemina ting thes e falsehoods responsible .--Roger S. Fine, General 
Counsel, Johnson & Johnson 

A letter dated Februa r y 8 , 1983, from Joseph Boychuk to Ro ger S. Fine: 

Dear Mr . Fine: 

In my opinion , the opinion of our editors and in the opinion of our 
legal counsel, we do not find anything libelous in the release you refer to. 

The release, as we see it, is a fair comment on the manufacturing pro
cess of drugs in general--"Tylenol--Listerine--Visine--Anacin--Excedrin." 
His analysis of the problem , it seems to me is still valid. His solution 
it a lso seems t o me , is a sensible one that few people could find fault 
with. As he s t a t es : 

"In my opinion, manufac turing of any drug includes both its testing 
and production. Why not scrutinize the industrial plants with as much 
energy as is being expended in searching f or a crazed killer to help 
determine whe ther the ' kook theory' or the 'industrial contamination 
theory '--or perhaps both-- could be correct." 

I can und ers t and your deep concern in protecting your company's 
product . I assure you, we have no ax to grind with your company. I can
not, however, fo llow your own distortions of the article . I might also 
add that we did not look kindly on your "Stop or we ~11ill sue" threat. 

I have no desire to see Columbia run any f urther releases on the 
subject, unless c ir cums t ances occur which would make it fair comment. 
We are a responsible newspaper feature syndicate, aware of our duties 
and our obligat ions to our writers and our readership.--Joseph H. Boychuk, 
President, Columbia Features, Inc. 

What do you think has caused the latest Tylenol poisonings?--F.V. 

When the latest Tylenol tragedy occurred in New York, I immediately remem
bered the warnings I shared with my readers when seven Chicagoans were 
killed by cyanid e-laced Tylenol. Based on information that cyanide was 
routinely us ed a t plant s that manufactured Tylenol capsules (Newsweek, 
October 11, 1982) , I rejec ted the then-prevalent "kook," " copycat," and 
"senseless murderer " theories. Instead, I recommended zeroing in on the 
manufactur ing plant itself as the source of the poisonings. If this 
theory were correct , then t he t amper-proof packaging which Johnson & 
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Johnson offered as a solution to the Chicago poisonings would not prevent 
future Tylenol tragedies. 

Three years later, tragedy struck in New York. This time around, 
Johnson & Johnson's interim solution consists of pulling Tylenol capsules 
from the market and recommending that people instead use Tylenol pills or 
the cutely-named "caplets." 

Four years ago, J & J didn't take very kindly to my criticism. In
deed, their lawyer, Roger S. Fine, wrote to my syndicate, Columbia Features, 
On October 22, 1982, complaining about the statements I was making in my 
columns as well as on radio and television. 

Joseph Boychuk, president of Columbia Features and a l awyer himself, 
carne to my defense, and I continued to publicly repeat my char ge that the 
Tylenol poisonings resulted from industrial contamination. 

Over the years, Johnson & Johnson's poor track record has strengthened 
my argument. In 1983, the company had to remove its anal gesic, Zornax , 
from the market because of that drug 's deadly side effects. In that s ame 
year, the company also had to remove hundreds of its CAT scanners from the 
market because of a defect which could accidently repeat scans and expose 
patients to excess and perhaps dangerous amounts of radiation (New York 
Times, June 19, 1983). In addition to excess radiation, those Johnson & 
Johnson CAT scanners, made by their subsidiary, Technicare, were criticized 
for having missing parts. Indeed, an installer for the corporation termed 
problems with the machines "intrac table." And just in case you think other 
manufacturers have the same problems, Dr. David J. Goodenough, formerly 
director of the division of radiation physics at George Wa shington Uni
versity Medical Center, said that the Technicare/Johnson & Johnson scanners 
emitted more radiation than those manufactured by competitors. 

Faced with evidence of cyanide's presence in the Tylenol plants 
used in quality control testing as well as with Johnson & Johnson's past 
history, I chose not to suspect a kook, a copycat, or a senseless murderer. 
Instead, I wrote that the Johnson & Johnson manufacturing plant was the 
victim of an accident or of industrial sabotage. 

Obviously, plenty of questions should have been raised about Tylenol 
in 1982; these questions absolutely must be asked and answered in 1986: 

1) Why is it necessary to use cyanide in the testing and/or manu
facturing of Tylenol capsules? 

2) Do all capsules which contain all drugs made by all manufacturers 
involve the use of cyanide? Or is Johnson & Johnson the only company that 
uses cyanide in the testing/manufacturing process? 

3) Is cyanide used in testing or in manufacturing other forms of 
Tylenol? 

4) Has cyanide been used in drug manufacturing for a long period of 
time? Or is it a relatively new process? 

5) In addition to sending all those investigators into all those 
drug stores all over the country, should the government also be investi
gating the records of all people who died of unexplained causes while 
they were taking Tylenol? Unless a doctor has a keen sense of smell or 
unless (as In the Chicago tragedy) several unexplained deaths occur at 
the same time in the same hospital emergency room, cyanide poisoning may 
not be suspected. 

Perhaps every reader of this Newsletter who has lost a friend or 
relative who was taking Tylenol should immediately obtain or review those 
hospital records. Maybe this kind of investigation will give us a better 
idea of the real extent of the damage done by cyanide-laced Tylenol. 

However, you must not forget that Tylenol (or any other form of aceta
minophen), even when not laced with cyanide, can be toxic to the kidney 
and, when combined with alcohol (such as contained in cough syrups), can 
be toxic to the liver. 

I will be sending a copy of this Newsletter to J & J attorney Fine 
in case he wants to update his 1982 response to me. 
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"Why it started here, who knows? Maybe somebody from New York brought 
it." Thus spake the DuPage County, Illinois, health department director 
when he was questioned about the flu epidemic which was causing high absentee 
rates in the county's schools (Chicago Sun-Times, February 5, 1986). 

I smiled at this attempt to blame disease on foreigners--a time-honored 
practice in medicine. Didn't the Germans call syphilis the French disease? 
And, of course the French responded by labeling that venereal condition 
"the German malady." Have you noticed how various flu epidemics are named 
after foreign countries--Asian flu, Singapore flu, Hong Kong flu, Philippine 
flu, not to mention this year's Russian flu? 

~~en a strain of flu just happened to start in the U.S., they didn't 
name it Ne\v Jersey flu. Instead, it was named after an animal known for 
its dirty habits--the "swine flu." 

Even in the most serious of modern epidemics, Harvard researchers 
can't seem to resist the temptation to assign the origin of the AIDS virus 
to African monkeys. Predictably insulted, African countries are beginning 
to hit back in similar fashion at the U.S. 

Does all this medical xenophobia make you wonder about the objectivity 
of modern science? Are microbiology and virology medical sciences or pol
itical sciences? Resea rchers often piously claim that scientific endeavors 
"bring people together," "cut across national boundaries," "serve as a 
common uniting force for all humanity," and maybe they're right. But per
haps all this puffery is nullified by medical nomenclature which insults 
the very nations they talk of "bringing together." 

To bring it closer to horne, to all denizens of the Big Apple: Don't 
take offense at Chicagoland health officers when they blame our local runny 
noses, coughs and fever on your f a ir city. 

A new book, "X-Rays: Health Effects of Common Exams," by John F. 
Gofrnan, M.D., Ph.D. (Sierra Club Books, $25) describes in quantitative 
terms exactly the risk a patient faces from the X-rays his doctor orders. 

Thanks to Dr. Gofrnan, professor emeritus of medical physics at the 
University of Ca lifornia a t Berkeley and author of the groundbreaking book, 
"Radiation and Human Health," if your doctor tells you that you need a 
chest X-ray or a dental X-ray or a knee X-ray or an angiogram or a swallow 
of barium, you now can determine the risk of cancer from each of these 
examinations. 

Of particular interest to me as a pediatrician is Dr. Gofman's finding 
that the most serious X-ray examinations are those which are performed on 
newborn infants in intensive care units. According to one study, 8ach such 
infant received about 40 X-rays. Furthermore, a child at the a ge of five 
is about five times more likely to suffer from radiation-induced cancer 
than is an adult who is given the same radiation dose at age 35. 

If your doctor should order a barium enema, I hope he shares with you 
the information that perforation of the colon occurs once in every 12,000 
of these examinations. You then can participate in evaluating whether this 
risk is worth the potential benefit. Or, if the doctor orders a gall 
bladder X-ray, I hope he tells you that the death rate for that X-ray, when 
certain dyes are injected, is one per 5,000. If he doesn't, then look to 
Professor Gofrnan's new book for a much-needed second opinion. 

In case your doctor recommends the antacid TUMS to prevent or treat 
osteoporosis, ask him if he knows that calcium carbonate, such as that 
contained in TUMS, can be absorbed by the body only in an acid environment. 
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Watch out 
for 
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Thus, the antacid effect of TUMS interferes with the absorp tion of its 
calc ium, particularly in older folks who often suffer from digestive ac id 
deficiency. 

Rather than settling for pills, ask your doctor if he is aware of the 
protective effec ts a vegetarian diet may have on osteoporosis. 

Timentin is the newest antibiotic produced by Beecham Laboratories. 
Since I have received a "Dear Doctor" letter from Richard Yancey, Pharm.D., 
Beecham's Director of Professional Relations, I have decided to tell you 
a little about this new drug for the treatment of bacterial infections in 
the lungs, bones, joints, skin, blood and urinary tract. 

Dr. Yancey informs a ll us doctors that Timentin is the first intra
venous antibiotic in its class (clavulanate) to be marketed and the second 
in this class for Beecham. According to his letter, Beecham's first oral 
clavulanate, Augmentin, "has met with wide acceptance in the medical com
munity." While I am ha ppy for Beecham that the doctors have accepted this 
drug , which by its very name holds out the promise of augmentation, I would 
be even happier if Beecham had shared with us doctors information specifying 
how Au gmentin was accepted by the bacteria it is designed to get rid of. 
Did it really kill them? Or, like plenty of other autibiotics, h&ve the 
bacteria already learned to live with Augmentin? 

But back to Timentin, which wa s introduced to the market on the basis of 
a grand total of 717 patients treated. The letter assures us that Timentin 
"has an exce.' lent safety profile and is well tolerated." 

After two pages of singing the praises of Timentin in ordinary type
writer-size type, Beecham kindly provides an additional sheet containing 
(on two sides) the tiniest print I have ever seen (including that or. 
insurance policies). Undaunted by the challenge of reading those thous~nds 
of words, I took off my glasses and carefully read about the contraindica
tions, warnings, precautions and adverse reac tions. I hope that, if your 
do c tor does dec ide to prescribe this drug for you, he will give you this 
package insert and if he is generous, a ma gnifying glass to go with it. 
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In case he doesn't, you should know that serious, occasionally fa t a l 
shock-like reac tions have been reported in pa tients receiving this class 
of drug which is derived from penic illin. Other adverse effects include 
bleeding , electrolyte disturbances, superinfec tions with other bac t eria 
and yeasts, skin rashes, it ching , pa inful joints, drug fever, chills, chest 
discomfort, headaches, convulsions, disturbances of taste and smell, abdom
ina l pa in, nausea, vomiting and abnormalities of liver and kidney tests. 

Precautions a lso must be observed in prescribing this new drug for 
pregnant women and nursing mothers. And the safety of Timentin has not 
been es tablished fo r infants or children under 12. Therefor e , we can 
assume that do c tors will hesitate to prescribe Timentin fo r those women 
and a ll children. But fo r a ll you grown men and women (not pregnan t and 
not nursing) out there, a c lose reading of the prescribing informa tion i s 
in order if you are to benefit from the unique early warning system tha t 
my News lett er is designed t o offer you. 

The People's Doctor Newsletter 

P 0 Box 982 
Evanston, Illinois 60204 

G: Th e People 's Doct o r N ewslet ter, Inc . 

Publ ished monthly . Subscrip tion rate: $24 .00 annually . 

Rober tS . Mendelsohn, MD, Ed itor 
Vera Chatz, Managing Editor 



by Marian Tompson 

Acting on the assumption that the Tylenol scare might prompt some 
of us to look for less hazardous ways of treating headaches, I decided 
to compile a list of drugless remedies that really worked. 

The first suggestion, which came from a woman I met at a parenting 
conference, sounded rather strange to me, but she insisted it worked for 
her: "You stand in a hot shower, but keep your head out of the water. 
This brings some of the blood away from the head and relieves the pain." 

Next, I recalled that biofeedback can be used for headaches. During 
this process, the sufferer, who holds a temperature probe in his fingers, 
is taught to think his hands warm. The explanation for this which I 
remember reading is that the blood vessels in the hands become dilated 
by this process, thus altering the pattern of blood volume in the body, 
shifting some of the blood from the head to the hands. This allows the 
blood vessels in the head to contract back to a normal level and makes 
the headache disappear. 

At a talk I heard on meditation, the speaker told of a study at the 
Menninger Clinic in which a group of migraine sufferers who wanted to stop 
taking medication were first taught to practice meditation for deep relaxa
tion. Next, they were told to envision their hands becoming warm, as if 
they were immersed in a bucket of hot water. After a period of practice, 
80 percent of the subjects were able to avoid migraines. Suddenly the hot 
shower advice made a lot more sense. 

According to experts, most headaches are caused by tension. And for 
many people, rest, massaging the temples or neck, a cold washcloth on the 
forehead or at the back of the neck does the trick. Of course, the ulti
mate answer lies in eliminating the cause of the headache, whether it be 
stress, indigestion or allergy. Some people who suffer from "let down" 
migraines get their headaches on weekends when they try to relax after a 
stressful week. In the meantime, relief is needed for the pain which 
often is quite severe. 

At the library, I found the book, "Quick Headache Relief Hithout Drugs," 
by Howard D. Kurland, M.D., professor of psychiatry at Northwestern Univer
sity Medical School (Wm. Morrow and Co., Inc., 1977). Dr. Kurland has 
successfully treated hundreds of headache sufferers by teaching them to 
use auto-acupressure. Using this technique, patients can reduce or elimi
nate headaches by applying pressure with their thumbs at specific points 
on their bodies. Through carefully drawn illustrations and word descrip
tions, Dr. Kurland helps the reader locate the four pairs of pressure 
points for relieving vascular and muscle contraction headaches. These 
pressure points are found near the eyes, at the back of the neck, near 
the thumbs and above the wrist. These are places where headache-related 
nerves come within reach of manipulation from the outside. You'll know 
you have found the right spot because it's extremely sensitive, much like 
the sensation of hitting your crazy bone. With acupressure, relief can 
come in seconds. Dr. Kurland also points out that, while there is a limit 
to the number of painkillers that can be safely taken, there is no limit 
to the number of acupressure treatments you can give yourself. 

Reflexology, also known as "zone therapy" is another time-honored 
treatment for headaches and other painful conditions. "Hand Reflexology: 
Key to Perfect Health," by Mildred Carter (Parker Publishing Co.), a book 
recommended to me years ago as one of the best in the field, has a number 
of suggestions for dealing with headaches. 

Obviously, when a headache strikes there are a lot of things one 
can do instead of reaching for a pill. But in all fairness, I should 
point out that self-help treatments do have a side effect. This effect 
was noted by the Menninger researchers who labeled it the "enabling 
effect." It's that feeling of "I can control my body and affect its 
performance." It gives us a boost in confidence and the feeling that 
we can accomplish other goals, like going on a diet or stopping smoking. 
It proves to us that we are capable of a lot more than we might have 
thought previously. It's the kind of side effect I can live with! 
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NOW, YOU CAN ORDER 
DR. MENDELSOHN'S BOOKS 

DIRECT FROM 
''THE PEOPLE'S DOCTOR'' 

1) Dissent in Medicine: Nine Doctors Speak Out 
Nine prestigious doctors explain how much quackery exists within modern medicine. Originally pre
sented at a public conference, these writings by George Crile, M.D., Samuel Epstein, M.D. , Henry 
Heimlich, M.D., David Spodick, M.D., Edward Pinckney, M.D., Gregory White , M.D. , Richard Moskowitz, 
M.D., and Alan Levin, M.D. comprise the first publication of The New Medical Foundation, of which Dr. 
Mendelsohn is president. 

2) How to Raise a Healthy Child ... In Spite of Your Doctor 
Maintaining that 90 percent of pediatric office visits are unnecessary and often even dangerous, Dr. 
Mendelsohn carefully instructs parents on how to diagnose and treat their children without medical 
intervention, how to determine when a child is sick enough to need a doctor, and how to avoid un
necessary and potentially hazardous treatment when a doctor!§ consulted. 

3) MalePractice: How Doctors Manipulate Women 
In this book Dr. Mendelsohn examines the condescending attitude of doctors toward their female 
patients. Over-prescription of drugs, unnecessary surgical intervention , and the ordering of dangerous 
x-rays are only a few of the many common practices Dr. Mendelsohn questions. A chapter on " Fifty 
Drugs Every Woman Should Think Twice About Before Taking " is included. 

4) Confessions of a Medical Heretic 
Dr. Mendelsohn believes that your own doctor is usually the greatest danger to your health. He believes 
that the methods of modern medicine are rarely effective and in many instances are more dangerous 
than the diseases they are designed to diagnose and treat. In this book, he discusses the over
prescription of drugs, home vs . hospital birth , unnecessary surgery, the dangers of hospital care, so
called preventive medicine, and modern medical ethics in general. 

Please send me: 

__ copies of Dissent in Medicine at $8 .95 each 

__ copies of How to Raise a Healthy Child at $14.95 each 

__ copies of MalePractice at $9.95 each 

__ copies of Confessions of A Medical Heretic at $10.95 each 

(All prices include shipping and handling) 

$ ____ Total enclosed 

Name 

Mail entire form to: 

1578 Sherman Avenue, Suite 318 
Evanston, IL 60201 

Address ----------------------------------------------
City/State/Zip _________ __________ _ 

Signature _______________________ __ 



1986 SPEAKING ITINERARY-ROBERTS. MENDELSOHN, M.D. 

APR 5 WASHINGTON, D.C.: 
Macrobiotic meeting 
Contact: Ed Esko, East/West Foundation, 17 Station Street, 
Brookline, Massachusetts 02146 

APR 11 ATLANTA: 
North American Nutrition & Preventive Medicine Assn . 
Contact: Bonnie Jarrett (404) 475-0582 

APR 22 MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA: 
"Humans and Animals: Ethical Perspectives"-Moorhead State 
University. 
Contact: RobertS . Badal (218) 236-2762 

MAY 15 CHICAGO: 
Metro Seniors in Action-Americana Congress Hotel , 
9:30 AM-2:30 PM 
Contact: Kathryn Anderson (312) 435-8060 

MAY 16 CHICAGO 
National Association of Parents and Professionals for Safe 
Alternatives in Childbirth (NAPSAC)-Marriott Hotel 
Contact: Or. David Stewart (314) 238-4273 

MAY 20 SKOKIE, IlliNOIS: 
North Shore Chapter, Women in Management-"Women and 
Doctors"-North Shore Hilton. 
Contact: Kathleen A. Roehl (312) 963-0079, 0134 

MAY 22 TORONTO, CANADA: 
Canadian Natural Hygiene Society 
Contact: Joseph Aaron (416) 781-0359 

JUNE 21 SAN JOSE, CAliFORNIA: 
National Health Federation 
Contact: Hal Card (818) 357-2181 

JULY 27 DALLAS, TEXAS: 
National Health Federation 
Contact: Hal Card (818) 357-2181 

AUG 10 CHICAGO: 
National Health Federation 
Contact: Hal Card (818) 357-2181 

SEPT 7 ATLANTA, GEORGIA: 
National Health Federation 
Contact: Hal Card (818) 357-2181 

SEPT 11 CHICAGO: 
National Federation of Catholic Physicians ' Guilds-Westin Hotel 
Contact: Dr. William White (312) 383-2854 

SEPT 14 PHILADELPHIA: 
HERS Fourth Annual Hysterectomy Conference 
Contact: Nora W. Coffey (215) 667-7757 

SEPT 28 CHICAGO: 
National Natural Foods Associates 
Contact: Max Huberman (216) 746-5000 

OCT 30- TAKAYAHA, JAPAN: 
NOV 1 International Conference of Yoko Civilization Research Institute 

Contact Dr. Justin O'Brien, Tokyo (03) 306 0279 

JAN 17- PASADENA, CAliFORNIA: 
19, 1987 National Health Federation Annual Convention 

Contact: Hal Card (818) 357-2181 
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